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Abstract
Scientific paradigms are frameworks of ideas governing how a discipline conducts its research. Paradigms by
themselves are neither correct nor incorrect, but are judged on their ability to explain evidence and to open up
research opportunities. The commonly accepted glacial history paradigm requires North American glaciated
prairie region erosional landform features, such as erosional escarpments and abandoned valleys associated with
the north-oriented Bell River drainage system, to be pre-glacial in origin. While considerable literature is based
on such interpretations those escarpments and abandoned valleys are formed in easily eroded bedrock and should
not have survived continental ice sheet erosion. In addition to defying common sense logic the pre-glacial origin
of those erosional escarpments and abandoned valleys is not well understood. A new paradigm requiring at least
one continental ice sheet to have occupied a deep North American ―hole‖ (formed by deep ice sheet erosion and
ice sheet caused crustal warping) offers geomorphologists an opportunity to explain the erosional escarpments as
remnants of canyon walls originally formed when supra-glacial rivers sliced ice-walled and bedrock-floored
canyons into a decaying continental ice sheet’s surface and the abandoned north-oriented Bell River drainage
system valleys to have been eroded as the ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyon network captured and diverted
massive melt water floods onto and then across the decaying ice sheet’s floor and then in northeast and north
directions between detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants. The diversion of immense melt water floods
from the Gulf of Mexico to the North Atlantic Ocean triggered climatic change that ended the first ice sheet’s
melting. Water in the newly formed north-oriented drainage systems then froze between the detached and
semi-detached (and greatly thinned) ice sheet remnants to create a second and much thinner ice sheet and to
complete creation of the glaciated prairie region glacial features seen today.
Keywords: Bell River drainage system, Manitoba Escarpment, Missouri Coteau, Missouri Escarpment, Pembina
Escarpment, Prairie Coteau, Turtle Mountains
1. Introduction
Prominent erosional escarpments found throughout the North America’s glaciated prairie region include the
Missouri Escarpment (ME on figure 1), the Pembina Escarpment (PE) and its northward extension the Manitoba
Escarpment, and escarpments surrounding the Prairie Coteau, Turtle Mountains, Moose Mountains, Last
Mountain, and other Canadian uplands further to the north. While these escarpments represent some of the
region’s most obvious physiographic features, they are usually considered pre-glacial in origin and those origins
are poorly explained. Associated with the pre-glacial escarpment hypothesis is the interpretation that north
oriented rivers such as the Yellowstone (Y in figure 1), Little Missouri (LM), Cheyenne (C), and Red (R) Rivers
originated as components of a major north-oriented pre-glacial drainage network, known in the geologic
literature as the Bell River drainage system (e.g. Jackson, 2018 and Sears, 2013). Segments of other rivers also
seen in figure 1, including the Assiniboine (A), Belle Fourche (B), James (J), Qu’Appelle (Q), Sheyenne (SH),
Souris (S), and South Saskatchewan (SS), are also interpreted to flow in valleys that once served as pre-glacial
north-oriented Bell River drainage system components. Yet the pre-glacial origin interpretation does not explain
how pre-glacial landforms carved in easily eroded bedrock survived multiple glaciations or how the pre-glacial
Bell River drainage system and the associated erosional escarpments originated.
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Figure 1. Modified map from the United Stated States Geological Survey (USGS) National Map website
showing this paper’s study region. Rivers are identified by blue arrows and letters and the escarpments by red
lines and black letters as indicated in the text and the black letters MC identify the Missouri Coteau location. The
Moose Mountains are in southeast Saskatchewan and the Turtle Mountains north half and Riding Mountain are
in southwest Manitoba
The interpretation that now abandoned north-oriented Bell River drainage system valleys and the erosional
escarpments originated prior to continental glaciation helps to define the commonly accepted regional glacial
history paradigm. Publications describing elements of that paradigm include Bluemle (1972 and 1991), Leckie
(2006), and Cummings et al, (2012). Paradigms according to Kuhn (1970) are frameworks of ideas governing
how a scientific research community conducts its research and by themselves are neither correct nor incorrect.
Instead paradigms are judged on their ability to explain evidence and to open up productive new research
opportunities. While maybe successful in opening up research opportunities for investigators studying the
stratigraphy of glacially deposited sediments and paleontological evidence contained in those sediments (at least
the scientific literature shows a fairly continuous stream of research papers related to those aspects of the
regional glacial history), the same has not been true for investigators interested the origin of the region’s
large-scale erosional landforms, such as the escarpments and drainage systems. For geomorphologists the
commonly accepted regional glacial history paradigm makes satisfactory explanations of large-scale erosional
landforms such as the escarpments and drainage systems difficult, if not impossible, and as a result many
glaciated prairie region landforms origins are still poorly understood.
Bluemle (1991), who saw the Missouri Escarpment as a pre-glacial erosional feature, in a typical large-scale
landform origin description suggests, ―The origins of most of the escarpments found in North Dakota are
probably tied to events before the state was glaciated, although glacial processes enhanced and steepened the
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features.‖ Bluemle goes on to say, ―Before they were glaciated, the Turtle Mountains and Prairie Coteau were
erosional outliers—probably low mesas—of Cretaceous and Tertiary sandstone formations that stood above the
surrounding plain.‖ Leckie (2006) addresses why such erosional outliers formed by saying ―The early Tertiary of
Western Canada and northern United States was marked by change from compressional to extensional tectonics.
The result was regional uplift and magmatic events. The uplift resulted in a major unconformity and deposition
of extensive sheets of gravel and sand, of which only isolated remnants remain. These units are the Eocene to
Miocene Cypress Hills Formation, the Miocene Wood Mountain Formation, Miocene Flaxville Formation and
pre-glacial Souris River gravels…. The sediment was deposited several hundred kilometers downstream of their
source areas…. The modern prairie landscape of western Canada began to evolve with the deposition of these
gravels during the Eocene with creation of a basin-wide unconformity followed by deposition of an extensive
braidplain system that was subsequently uplifted, incised, and molded to its present form.‖ While rarely
challenged such vague interpretations have not led to a good understanding of the large-scale landform origins.
The commonly accepted regional glacial history paradigm’s inability to open up new geomorphology research
opportunities is perhaps best illustrated by what happened or did not happen during the 20th century as United
Stated States Geologic Survey (USGS) detailed topographic map coverage expanded. While topographic maps
for some United States regions had been available since the late 19th century detailed topographic map coverage
for many United States regions, including some glaciated prairie region areas, did not become available until the
mid and even the late 20th century. As new detailed topographic map coverage became available vast quantities
of new and previously unstudied landform data became available and should have opened up numerous new
geomorphology research opportunities. Instead of opening up new research opportunities topographic map
interpretation (which had been one of geomorphology’s most useful research tools) almost completely
disappeared as a commonly taught university geology and/or geography course and research papers describing
geomorphological studies of the type included in Thornbury (1965) and Fenneman (1931), in which topographic
map interpretation plays an important role, became progressively less common. The newly available detailed
topographic map coverage, which should have been a geomorphology research gold mine, for unexplained
reasons was being ignored.
This author’s research related to the Missouri Escarpment origin began in 1979 while serving as a Minot State
University faculty member. Minot, North Dakota (the university’s home) is located in the glaciated prairie region
along the Souris River near the Missouri Escarpment base (see figure 2). Literature related to the Missouri
Escarpment origin and available at that time included a USGS Professional Paper (Lemke, 1960), which
suggested the Missouri Escarpment might be a pre-glacial fault scarp and which also proposed the Missouri
Escarpment front had channeled a long narrow ice lobe along it in a southeast direction. Lemke further regarded
the Missouri Coteau (a zone of thick glacially deposited debris between the Missouri Escarpment crest and the
Missouri River and labelled MC on figure 1) to be a terminal moraine, which in some earlier literature had been
referred to as the Max moraine (Townsend and Jenke, 1951). Evidence cited by Lemke for faulting along and
near the Missouri Escarpment and along and near the Turtle Mountains southwest escarpment are small localized
regions of tilted bedrock sometimes standing at sharp angles to the prevailing nearly horizontal and easily eroded
claystone bedrock (which also includes discontinuous sandstone and lignite units). The tilted bedrock units are
typically several hundreds of meters in length and by 1979 other investigators had begun to interpret them as ice
thrust features (i.e. blocks of ice-moved frozen bedrock).
Lemke’s interpretations were later summarized (in Lemke et al, 1965) by the statement that the Missouri
Escarpment ―acted as a buttress to advancing ice sheets and played an important role in determining directions of
ice advances and the positions of end moraines‖. Also available at that time were several papers included in a
publication (Clayton, L. and Freers, T.F., 1967) that suggested the Missouri Coteau (between the Missouri
Escarpment and the Missouri River) was a region of thick glacially transported debris left after an underlying
stagnant ice mass had slowly melted. Lemke and other workers described glacial deposits found on the Missouri
Escarpment slope or in lowland regions between the Missouri Escarpment and Turtle Mountains to be quite
different. Streams flowing down the northeast-facing Missouri Escarpment slope and southwest-facing Turtle
Mountains escarpment slope have cut through relatively thin glacial tills and into the easily eroded underlying
bedrock consisting of claystone that disintegrates when placed in water (and that contains discontinuous
sandstone and lignite units). Likewise, relatively thin glacial tills cover large areas of the lowlands between the
Missouri Escarpment and the Turtle Mountains. Based on the then available literature and field observations this
author attempted several thought experiments to explain the larger-scale physiographic features.
One early thought experiment used a southeastward advancing ice lobe as an erosion agent to explain the
northeast-facing Missouri Escarpment and southwest-facing Turtle Mountains escarpment with the thick glacial
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deposits on the Missouri Coteau upland and on the Turtle Mountains upland being lateral moraines (although
only a lateral moraine remnant was present on the Turtle Mountains), however those explanations did not explain
all of the evidence and conflicted with earlier North Dakota drainage history interpretations (e.g. Bluemle, 1972).
Those drainage history interpretations describe abandoned valleys, now partially buried in glacial debris, to be
pre-glacial Bell River system components. Some abandoned valleys cross the Missouri Coteau and Missouri
Escarpment and can be traced across lowlands to the north and northeast. While the thought experiment did not
satisfactorily explain those abandoned valleys, it did point out the absurdity of the pre-glacial Bell River
drainage system hypothesis, which implies valleys eroded in easily eroded bedrock withstood multiple
continental ice sheet advances. The thought experiment introduced White’s (1972) deep erosion by continental
ice sheets hypothesis. Unfortunately, severe criticism (e.g. Sugden 1976) led the geology research community to
overwhelming reject White’s deep continental ice sheet erosion ideas.

Figure 2. Satellite imagery from USGS National Map website showing the northcentral North Dakota Souris
River loop located between the Missouri Escarpment and the escarpment-bounded Turtle Mountains. The Des
Lacs River and Souris River southeast-oriented segment through Minot flow along the Missouri Escarpment
base. Red lines mark escarpment crests
Recently Clausen in several papers (e.g. 2017a, 2018a, and 2018b), using evidence primarily obtained from
regions to the south and west of glaciated areas (e.g. to the south and west of the Missouri River), has revived the
deep erosion by continental ice sheets concept (although in a form different from what White suggested) by
suggesting that at least one large North American continental ice sheet created (by ice sheet caused deep erosion
and by ice sheet caused crustal warping) and occupied a deep ―hole‖ and that the glaciated prairie region
erosional escarpments and north-oriented Bell River drainage system valleys originated during that continental
ice sheet’s decay. This paper demonstrates how a new and fundamentally different glacial history paradigm
explains glaciated prairie region glacial features, erosional escarpments, north-oriented Belle River drainage
system valleys (and glacial deposits now partially filling some of those abandoned valley segments), and how the
modern-day Missouri River route originated. The new glacial history paradigm is fundamentally different from
the commonly accepted regional glacial history paradigm and must be judged, not by how its interpretations
agree with commonly published glacial history paradigm interpretations, but by its ability to explain previously
unexplained and poorly explained evidence and to open up new research opportunities.
2. Research Method
Development of the new glacial history paradigm used western United States and western Canada detailed
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topographic maps and tested multiple alternate hypotheses over a period of more than 20 years. The decision to
use detailed topographic maps was made because those maps provided an opportunity to work with vast
quantities of previously unstudied geomorphological data to determine where ice-marginal water had flowed
when North American continental ice sheet margins reached their maximum extent. Most commonly accepted
interpretations consider the modern-day Missouri River route (except the north-oriented central Montana
Missouri River headwaters, which are west of Figure 1), to have originated when a continental ice sheet blocked
pre-glacial north- and northeast-oriented drainage routes such as north-oriented Missouri River headwaters (west
of figure 1) and the Yellowstone, Little Missouri, and Cheyenne Rivers (seen in figure 1), however glacial erratic
boulders are found tens of kilometers to the west and south of the North and South Dakota Missouri River. Those
erratic boulders suggest a continental ice sheet once extended several tens of kilometers to the west and south of
the Missouri River and the assumption was made that evidence should exist along present-day drainage divides
to the west and south of Missouri River showing where water from the blocked pre-glacial north-oriented
drainage routes and from that melting continental ice sheet had once flowed.
The ensuing investigation began in the early 1980s by first studying geologic maps and the published literature
to note previously recognized ice-marginal drainage routes to the west and south of the present-day Missouri
River. For example, the Geologic Map of North Dakota (Clayton, 1980) shows an abandoned river channel to the
west and south of the Missouri River, but not to the west and south of the mapped glacial erratic margin. Further,
when observed in the field that abandoned river channel, while significant in size, was not judged large enough
to have carried the volume of ice-marginal water that on a warm summer day should have been flowing along a
continental ice sheet’s boundary. Similar conclusions were reached for other previously suggested ice-marginal
channel locations to the south and west of the Missouri River. Next detailed topographic maps showing drainage
divides between north- and northeast-oriented Missouri River tributaries to the west and south of the mapped
glacial erratic margin were studied. The maps showed numerous closely-spaced notches along north-to-south
oriented drainage divides linking what are today southeast-oriented tributary stream valleys with
northwest-oriented tributary stream valleys suggesting that multiple closely spaced southeast-oriented channels,
such as might be found in a large-scale anastomosing channel complex, had crossed the entire ice-marginal
region prior to headward erosion of the deeper north- and northeast-oriented Missouri River tributary valleys
(see Clausen, 2017a).
Finding evidence for large-scale flood formed southeast-oriented anastomosing channel complexes to the west
and south of the glacial erratic southwest limit was not unexpected, but two unexpected observations did emerge.
First, valleys of what are today north- and northeast-oriented Missouri River tributaries (components of the
―pre-glacial‖ Bell River drainage system) could only be explained if they had eroded headward from the
continental ice sheet and then across southeast-oriented ice-marginal floods, which meant the Bell River
drainage system was not pre-glacial in origin as most published interpretations claim, but which also meant the
continental ice sheet from which the valleys had eroded melted in ways yet to be described. The second
unexpected observation was the notches crossing drainage divides continued without interruption from the
glacial erratic margin in an upstream direction along drainage divides between north- and northeast-oriented
Missouri River tributaries into high Rocky Mountain regions and the most intriguing evidence was in the form of
deep mountain passes located high in the Rocky Mountains (some examples are described in Clausen, 2017b).
Considerable time was spent trying to figure out where water that eroded the high Rocky Mountain passes had
come from (and then had flowed) and eventually large mosaics of detailed topographic maps were used to show
how large southeast-oriented ice-marginal floods had once crossed what is today the entire Missouri River
drainage basin and how those massive floods had been systematically captured as deep valleys eroded headward
into the Rocky Mountain region. But before that conclusion could be reached the possibility of large ice-dammed
lakes was considered and rejected because some flood waters could be traced to high Montana mountain passes
that cross what is today the North American east-west continental divide. In fact the map evidence suggested
immense south- and southeast-oriented floods once flowed in a south direction from the Canadian Rocky
Mountains along and across North America’s east-west continental divide and that the Montana, Wyoming, and
Colorado continental divide had formed when headward erosion of deep valleys from the continental ice sheet’s
location (to the north and northeast), the Gulf of Mexico (to the east), and the Pacific Ocean (to the west) had in
an identifiable sequence captured the large south- and southeast-oriented floods.
The only interpretation explaining the detailed topographic map evidence was that at least one North American
continental ice sheet had created and occupied a deep ―hole‖ in the North American continent and that the Rocky
Mountains had risen as huge melt water floods had flowed across them. In other words, the deep ―hole‖ could
not be explained by just deep continental ice sheet erosion (as White had proposed), but required ice sheet
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triggered crustal warping and that conclusion is discussed in Clausen (2018b). However, if at least one North
American ice sheet did deeply erode the underlying bedrock then the glaciated prairie region erosional
escarpments and abandoned Bell River drainage system valleys to the north and east of the present-day Missouri
River drainage basin cannot be pre-glacial landforms. Restudy of published regional glacial and geologic maps
such as the ―Preliminary Glacial Map of North Dakota‖ (Colton et al, 1963) and the subsequent ―Geologic Map
of North Dakota‖ (Clayton, 1980) along with newer publications identifying and describing ice thrust features
(e.g. Bluemle and Clayton, 1984) and exceptionally long, narrow drumlins (e.g. Bluemle, 1993), which are found
just to the east of the Missouri Escarpment and south of figure 2, suggested the erosional escarpments and other
large-scale features told a fundamentally different regional glacial history than the commonly accepted glacial
history describes.
Perhaps the most significant observations of large-scale glacial features obtained from prairie region field work
and published glacial maps and literature is the Missouri Coteau stagnation moraines to the west and southwest
of the Missouri Escarpment are similar to stagnation moraines found capping the Turtle and Moose Mountains
and Last Mountain and the Prairie Coteau upland. Further similar stagnation moraines also cap Riding Mountain,
Duck Mountain, and other Canadian uplands. While stagnation moraines cover the Missouri Coteau and cap the
prairie region escarpment-surrounded uplands much thinner glacial deposits cover the escarpment slopes and
most of the intervening lowland areas where the ice stagnation moraines are rare or limited to identifiable ice
lobe end moraine areas. Instead the intervening lowlands, especially between the Missouri Escarpment and the
Turtle Mountains, are marked by ice-thrust features and narrow linear drumlin features suggesting (as Lemke
had proposed) a mobile wet-based ice lobe had flowed in a southeast direction along the Missouri Escarpment
front. In other words, the large-scale glacial features suggest the presence of two fundamentally different ice
sheet types. The Missouri Coteau and the escarpment-surrounded uplands show evidence of having been covered
by slowly melting debris-covered stagnant ice masses while much cleaner mobile and wet-based ice lobes filled
the intervening lowlands.
3. Results
3.1 Subdividing a Continental Ice Sheet Into Detached and Semi-Detached Ice Sheet Masses
Some investigators explain the two different prairie region glaciation types by considering Missouri Coteau
stagnation moraines to be a major terminal moraine (e.g. Townsend and Jenke, 1951). Such an interpretation is
consistent with the interpretation that the North and South Dakota Missouri River (which in North Dakota
roughly follows the Missouri Coteau southwest margin and in South Dakota the Missouri Coteau west boundary)
originated when a continental ice sheet blocked north-oriented pre-glacial drainage routes. While perhaps
explaining the Missouri Coteau stagnation moraines this interpretation does not explain stagnation moraines
capping the Prairie Coteau, Turtle Mountains, Moose Mountains, Last Mountain, Riding Mountain, Duck
Mountain, and other uplands, nor does it explain evidence for southeast-oriented and mobile wet-based ice lobes
in the lowland regions between the Missouri Escarpment and Turtle Mountains. Further, such an interpretation
does not explain why in North and South Dakota coarse-grained glacial erratic material, including large boulders,
is found for tens of kilometers to the south and west of the Missouri River. The presence of glacial erratic
material to the south and west of the Missouri River has sometimes been interpreted to have been deposited by
an earlier continental ice sheet, although Flint (1955) used boulder weathering to suggest a complicated
hypothesis to explain how one ice sheet could deposit erratic boulders on both sides of a pre-ice sheet Missouri
River valley. Flint’s complicated hypothesis failed to convince other workers and did not satisfactorily explain
most evidence.
The differences between the stagnation moraine areas and mobile wet-based ice lobe areas can also be explained
by a fundamentally new and different two-ice sheet hypothesis with a thin ice sheet developing when water
accumulated and froze in ice-walled and bedrock-floored lowlands located between decaying first ice sheet
remnants. The stagnant moraine covered areas are where the first ice sheet remnants were located and lowlands
between the erosional escarpments are where water accumulated and froze (from the top down) to form mobile
wet-based ice lobes. Such an interpretation supports conclusions reached while conducting the Missouri River
drainage basin topographic map investigation (that at least one continental ice sheet had created and occupied a
deep ―hole‖) and explains most, if not all of the glaciated plains region large-scale glacial features. This new
two-ice sheet hypothesis begins with a large North American ice sheet (perhaps equivalent in size to the one
Paterson described in 1972) that did deeply erode the underlying bedrock and that also caused significant crustal
warping of surrounding continental areas so as to create and occupy a deep ―hole‖. In time that large continental
ice sheet melted, but unlike most commonly published North American deglaciation reconstructions (e.g. Dyke,
2004) that large ice sheet did not decay from its margins towards its center, but instead decayed as large
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supraglacial rivers sliced ice-walled and (eventually) bedrock-floored canyons into the ice sheet’s surface as
huge volumes of melt water flowed from the ice sheet’s interior to reach the ice sheet’s margin. If so, the prairie
region erosional escarpments can be used to identify where some of those ice-walled and bedrock-floored
canyons once existed.
The Missouri Escarpment is the longest remnant of one of those ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyon walls
and extends approximately 1000 kilometers from east central Alberta in a southeast direction across southern
Saskatchewan to central North Dakota where it turns in a south direction to reach south central South Dakota.
That long 100-to-200-meter high escarpment is what remains of the southwest and west wall of what was a large
ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyon, named as the Midcontinent Trench. Last Mountain, the Moose
Mountains, and the Turtle Mountains are discontinuous remnants of that canyon’s northeast wall and South
Dakota’s Prairie Coteau west-facing escarpment is an east wall remnant. The Midcontinent Trench ice-walled
and bedrock-floored canyon was carved by a large supra-glacial river (the Midcontinent River), which flowed
near and roughly parallel to the large ice sheet’s southwest and west margin and which emerged from its
ice-walled canyon’s mouth near where the James River now joins the Missouri River (see Clausen, 2018a).
Possible reasons for the supra-glacial Midcontinent River route include ice-sheet related crustal warping raised
the decaying ice sheet’s southwest margin and/or much greater snowfall near ice sheet margins than in the ice
sheet interior meant ice sheet margin areas were higher than ice sheet interior areas.
Other glaciated prairie region erosional escarpments can be interpreted in similar ways. For example, the
north-to south oriented Manitoba Escarpment, north-to-south oriented Pembina Escarpment, and the
northeast-facing Prairie Coteau escarpment can also be considered to be remnants of another ice-walled and
bedrock-floored canyon’s west and southwest wall. A south- and southeast-oriented melt water river carved that
second ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyon as a huge river delivered immense quantities of melt water to
what is today the Mississippi River valley. This second south- and southeast-oriented ice-walled and
bedrock-floored canyon (named as the Agassiz Trench) merged with the Midcontinent Trench in southeast North
Dakota where a large gap between the Pembina Escarpment southern end and the escarpment bounded Prairie
Coteau northern end exists today. Today the low gradient Red River flows in a north direction across Glacial
Lake Agassiz sediments, which cover much of the Agassiz Trench floor. Glacial Lake Agassiz has been
extensively studied and most workers consider a pre-glacial and low gradient north-oriented Red River was
responsible for the eroding the Pembina Escarpment in addition to being a major Bell River drainage system
tributary (e.g. Teller and Bluemle, 1983). However, such an interpretation assumes continental ice sheets did not
deeply erode the region and the Red River’s very low gradient to be a pre-glacial artifact. (The new glacial
history paradigm considers Glacial Lake Agassiz, like most other prairie region glacial lakes, to have been
formed when the second and thinner ice sheet decayed in a manner not significantly different from what much of
the published literature describes.)
3.2 How First Ice Sheet Melt Water Floods Reversed Direction to Flow Across the Ice Sheet Floor
Today the James and Sheyenne Rivers originate on the Missouri Escarpment slope and flow from central North
Dakota along the Midcontinent Trench alignment roughly adjacent and parallel to each other before the
Sheyenne River makes a U-turn in southeast North Dakota to join the low gradient north-oriented Red River,
while the James River flows in a south direction to join the Missouri River. The Sheyenne River U-turn indicates
the low-gradient north-oriented Red River captured a south-oriented river. Brophy and Bluemle (1983) interpret
this capture to have occurred in pre-glacial time and that Late Wisconsin ice subsequently filled the Red River
valley and forced the Sheyenne River to flow in a south direction. According to Brophy and Bluemle the
Sheyenne River returned to its pre-glacial route when the Late Wisconsin ice melted. However, if a large ice
sheet created and occupied a deep ―hole‖ the region was deeply eroded and all evidence of the region’s
pre-glacial drainage was destroyed, meaning an alternate Sheyenne River U-turn explanation is needed. The gap
between the Pembina Escarpment’s southern end and the Prairie Coteau’s northern end suggests the ice-walled
and bedrock-floored Midcontinent and Agassiz Trenches once intersected. The intersection first occurred when
immense south-oriented melt water rivers flowed in both trenches. However, the Sheyenne River U-turn suggests
an Agassiz Trench flow reversal captured the large south-oriented Midcontinent River and diverted it in a north
direction and that the Agassiz Trench flow reversal also reversed flow in at least the northern half of the James
River lowland, which is located between South Dakota’s east-facing Missouri Escarpment and west-facing
Prairie Coteau escarpment.
Gaps between Midcontinent Trench northeast wall remnants are where south-oriented ice-walled and bedrock
floored canyons once joined the Midcontinent Trench. The location of one such ice-walled canyon, herein named
the Assiniboine Trench, is defined in Manitoba by the south-oriented Assiniboine River, which now flows in a
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broad south-oriented valley to the west of the Duck Mountain and Riding Mountain uplands before turning in an
east direction to flow between Riding Mountain and the Turtle Mountains to reach and join the north-oriented
Red River. To the south of the south-oriented Assiniboine River valley segment is a north-oriented Souris River
segment, which is located to the west of the Turtle Mountains. The Souris River begins as a northwest-oriented
river in Saskatchewan and makes a U-turn to then flow in a southeast direction near the Missouri Escarpment
base into northcentral North Dakota where it makes another U-turn to flow in a northwest and north direction
into Manitoba to join the east-oriented Assiniboine River. The development of an ice-walled canyon along the
east-oriented Assiniboine River route between Riding Mountain and the Turtle Mountains not only captured
south-oriented flow moving in the Assiniboine Trench northern section (now defined by the south-oriented
Assiniboine River valley), but also reversed flow in the Assiniboine Trench’s southern section to create the
north-oriented Souris River route (west of the Turtle Mountains), which in turn captured the southeast-oriented
Midcontinent River and diverted the water in a north and then east direction to join north-oriented water in the
newly reversed Agassiz Trench.
Other erosional escarpments and glaciated prairie region river routes suggest the southeast- oriented
Midcontinent River was again captured and diverted in Saskatchewan by an ice-walled and bedrock-floored
canyon roughly paralleling today’s east-oriented Qu’Appelle River. The Qu’Appelle River begins today as a
southeast-oriented river to the southeast of a South Saskatchewan River northwest-oriented segment and then
turns to flow in an easterly direction to reach the east-oriented Assiniboine River. Klassen, (1972) suggests the
―Qu’Appelle and Assiniboine valleys formed as spillways and meltwater channels, mostly within partly
re-excavated ancestral valleys….‖ While those ―ancestral valleys‖ are often considered pre-glacial in origin they
could also identify where Midcontinent River water once flowed in an east direction. The northwest-oriented
South Saskatchewan River segment is aligned with the southeast-oriented Qu’Appelle River headwaters and also
with the northwest-oriented Moose Jaw River (flowing to the Qu’Appelle River) and with northwest-oriented
Souris River headwaters, which make a U-turn to flow along the Missouri Escarpment base in a southeast
direction to reach northcentral North Dakota where the Souris River makes a second U-turn and flows back into
Canada. These river orientations suggest a Qu’Appelle River ice-walled canyon not only captured the
southeast-oriented Midcontinent River, but also reversed flow on the northwest end of the beheaded
Midcontinent River segment to the create the northwest-oriented Moose Jaw River and the northwest-oriented
Souris River headwaters. Kehew and Clayton (1983) relate some of these events to catastrophic failure of Glacial
Lake Regina, which the new glacial history paradigm associates with the second and thinner ice sheet.
Reversal of flow in what had been a southwest-oriented Midcontinent Trench tributary ice-walled canyon
probably diverted the southeast-oriented Midcontinent River in a northeast direction along the northeast-oriented
South Saskatchewan segment downstream and to the north of that river’s northwest-oriented segment. The
reversal of flow in such a southwest-oriented Midcontinent River tributary ice-walled and bedrock-floored
canyon occurred when ice sheet decay opened up new north-oriented routes and captured flow on the beheaded
Midcontinent River’s northwest end to create the northwest-oriented South Saskatchewan River segment.
Today’s South Saskatchewan River roughly follows buried valleys which are often considered to be Bell River
drainage system components (see maps in Fenton et al, 1994 and in Cummings et al, 2012). However, there is no
geologic reason why on the Saskatchewan plains a northeast-oriented pre-glacial river would make a
50-kilometer jog to flow in a northwest direction before turning in a northeast direction again. To the northwest
of the South Saskatchewan River’s turn (from a northwest direction to a northeast direction) the North
Saskatchewan River, which after flowing for more than 100 kilometers in a southeast direction along the
Midcontinent Trench alignment, makes a U-turn to flow in a northeast direction suggesting a reversal of flow in
still another southwest-oriented Midcontinent Trench tributary ice-walled canyon diverted the southeast-oriented
Midcontinent River to the northeast. Between southeast North Dakota’s Sheyenne River U-turn and the North
Saskatchewan River elbow of capture the Midcontinent River was captured and diverted in a north direction at
least five different times.
3.3 How the Decaying First Ice Sheet Created the Bell River Drainage System
After turning to flow away from the Midcontinent Trench alignment (along the Missouri Escarpment base) the
South and North Saskatchewan Rivers today both flow in northeast directions to join and form the Saskatchewan
River, which then joins with the north-oriented Red River and other regional drainages to form the
north-oriented Nelson River and to ultimately reach Hudson Bay. These and many other modern-day glaciated
prairie region rivers roughly follow routes of buried valleys associated with what many investigators consider to
have been pre-glacial Bell River drainage system components. The pre-glacial Bell River drainage system as
usually described also included the north-oriented Missouri River headwaters (to the west of figure 1) and north30
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and northeast-oriented Missouri River tributaries such as the Yellowstone River, the Little Missouri River, and
the Cheyenne River (seen in figure 1), all of which originate to the south and west of recognized continental ice
sheet margins. Partially buried valleys can be traced across the Missouri Coteau and the Missouri Escarpment
and are often interpreted to be the pre-glacial routes these rivers used as they headed in a north direction and into
and across the recognized glaciated prairie region. If these valleys are not pre-glacial in origin as most
publications claim then how did they form?
In South Dakota a large and partially buried valley links the Cheyenne River with the James River lowland and
is often described as the route the pre-glacial Cheyenne River used to reach a pre-glacial north-oriented Red
River. Further north in central North Dakota another partially buried valley extends from the Missouri River
valley across the Missouri Coteau and Missouri Escarpment to where both the James and Sheyenne Rivers
originate. In northwest North Dakota the north-northeast oriented Yellowstone River valley and a short
downstream north-northeast oriented Missouri River valley segment once continued in a north-oriented partially
buried valley that extends across the Missouri Coteau and Missouri Escarpment and which is frequently
considered to be a pre-glacial Yellowstone River route. Further to the northwest a partially buried valley extends
from the Montana northeast corner across the Missouri Coteau and Missouri Escarpment into the North Dakota
northwest corner and is commonly considered to be a pre-glacial Missouri River valley. Most published
literature considers these valleys pre-glacial in origin, but almost never addresses how the pre-glacial drainage
systems originated or how pre-glacial valleys, which are eroded in the easily eroded bedrock, survived multiple
glaciations.
Important to understanding how the new glacial history paradigm explains these partially buried valleys is that if
at least one large continental ice sheet created and occupied a deep ―hole,‖ the elevation of that ice sheet’s floor
was significantly lower than the surrounding ice-marginal regions. As a result, the supra-glacial Midcontinent
River, which initially flowed on the ice sheet surface at elevations much greater than the surrounding
ice-marginal regions, in time was able to slice an ice-walled and ice-floored and subsequently bedrock-floored
canyon into the decaying ice sheet’s surface with a floor elevation much lower than in the adjacent ice-marginal
regions. This elevation difference meant ice-marginal melt water floods that flowed to the southwest of what
became the melting ice sheet’s detached southwest margin moved at elevations much higher than the
Midcontinent Trench floor. As the ice sheet’s detached southwest margin decayed water from those ice-marginal
floods spilled across ice sheet margin low points to reach the much deeper Midcontinent Trench floor. The result
was valleys eroded headward from the Midcontinent Trench floor across the ice sheet’s detached southwest
margin and into and across the ice-marginal areas to capture the massive southeast-oriented ice-marginal melt
water floods. This process began in the southeast and proceeded to the northwest.
North- and northeast-oriented Missouri River tributary drainage systems evolved as north- and
northeast-oriented valleys eroded headward from the Midcontinent Trench floor across the decaying ice sheet’s
detached southwest margin and into higher elevation ice-marginal regions. These valleys in sequence captured
the immense southeast-oriented ice-marginal melt water floods and diverted the water to the Midcontinent River.
At first the Midcontinent River flowed in its ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyon in a south direction to what
is now southcentral South Dakota where it emerged from its canyon and helped to erode the large downstream
Missouri River valley (see Clausen 2018a). Also as described the Midcontinent River was repeatedly captured
and diverted to flow in north and northeast directions as ice sheet decay opened up new and much shorter
north-oriented routes to reach sea level. What the geological literature describes as the pre-glacial Bell River
drainage network was formed as massive melt water floods were captured and diverted from the Gulf of Mexico
to flow across the decaying ice sheet’s floor and to reach the North Atlantic Ocean. The diversion of melt water
floods from south to north changed oceanic circulation patterns which in turn changed climatic conditions
responsible for the first ice sheet’s decay and set the stage so a second and much thinner ice sheet could form. In
other words, the Bell River drainage system originated not in pre-glacial time, but late during a large North
American ice sheet’s decay process.
3.4 A Second and Much Thinner Ice Sheet Containing First Ice Sheet Remnants
By the time the north-oriented Bell River drainage system was fully developed intersecting ice-walled and
bedrock-floored canyons had subdivided the decaying first ice sheet (the ice sheet which had created and
occupied a deep ―hole‖) into smaller detached and semi-detached ice sheet masses. One detached ice sheet mass
was the former ice sheet’s detached southwest margin, which became narrower as southeast-oriented ice
marginal floodwaters ate into its southwest and west margin (accounting for coarse-grained glacial erratic
material found to the south and west of the Missouri River today) and leaving a much thinner detached ice sheet
remnant where the stagnation moraine covered Missouri Coteau now exists. At least some of the other detached
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ice sheet remnants were located where stagnation moraines now cover escarpment bounded uplands such as the
Prairie Coteau, Turtle Mountains, Moose Mountain, Last Mountain, Riding Mountain, and Duck Mountain.
These locations are near the decaying ice sheet’s margin where the ice sheet contained large quantities of
glacially transported debris. As the detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants melted that debris
accumulated on the ice surface so as to insulate the underlying ice, which in turn caused those detached and
semi-detached ice sheet masses to slowly melt and to leave stagnation moraines as seen today.
As the large ice sheet was being chopped up into many detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants
meltwater rivers flowed between the detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants first in south directions and
then in north directions. These meltwater rivers removed much of the finer-grained glacially transported material
from their beds and also captured significant drainage areas to the south and west of the decaying ice sheet’s
margin. As long as large volumes of melt water flowed in south directions to the Gulf of Mexico oceanic
circulation patterns created climate conditions conducive to rapid ice sheet decay. When melt water floods were
diverted to the North Atlantic Ocean oceanic circulation patterns changed and ended climatic conditions
responsible for rapid ice sheet melting. The ensuing much colder climatic conditions caused north-oriented water
to freeze at first in the north and to form ice dams causing the large volumes of incoming north-oriented water to
pond on the former ice sheet floor between the detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants. Subsequent
freezing of the ponded water (from the top down) created a new and much thinner ice sheet consisting of
stagnant debris rich former ice sheet remnants surrounded by areas of cleaner and much more mobile wet-based
ice.
Evidence for the mobile wet-based ice is particularly evident in northcentral North Dakota just to the northeast of
the Missouri Escarpment and to the south of figure 2 where ice-thrust blocks and elongate narrow drumlins have
been described and mapped (e.g. Bluemle and Clayton, 1984, and Clayton, 1980), although ice-thrust blocks
have been reported in many other regions (Aber et al, 1989) and even in some stagnation moraine areas. The
northcentral North Dakota ice thrust features suggest mobile wet-based ice lobes lifted blocks of frozen bedrock
to release trapped subglacial water (probably under high pressure). Elongate and narrow drumlins described by
Moran et al (1980) and Bluemle et al (1993) can be associated with some of the northcentral North Dakota
ice-thrust block masses and suggest significant ice movements. Such movement is consistent with mobile
wet-based ice lobes and is quite different from the nearby stagnation moraine areas where debris covered
stagnant ice masses appear to have slowly melted. The ice thrust blocks and elongate narrow drumlins are what
would be expected if north-flowing water was ponded in spaces between detached and semi-detached ice sheet
remnants and then froze from the top down to form a second and much thinner ice sheet. The present-day
Missouri River route was established along this second and much thinner ice sheet’s southwest and west margin
and the second ice sheet also deposited glacial debris in blocked Bell River drainage system valleys and probably
melted in ways that at least some of the published literature describes.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
The new glacial history paradigm explains how a continental ice sheet created glaciated prairie region erosional
escarpments and the north-oriented Bell River drainage system valleys. The erosional escarpments are what now
remain of ice-walled and bedrock-floored canyons that supraglacial melt water rivers sliced into the decaying ice
sheet’s surface. The Bell River drainage system, including valleys now partially filled with glacially deposited
sediments, was formed when the decaying ice sheet’s melt water floods were captured and diverted in north
directions to flow between detached and semi-detached ice sheet remnants across the decaying ice sheet’s floor
to reach the North Atlantic Ocean. Diversion of melt water floods from the Gulf of Mexico to the North Atlantic
Ocean triggered climatic changes that created a second and much thinner ice sheet as water in the newly formed
north-oriented drainage routes became dammed and ponded and then froze between detached and semi-detached
ice sheet remnants. The second and much thinner ice sheet explains glacially deposited debris now partially
filling abandoned north-oriented valley segments and also explains mobile wet-based ice glacial features now
found in lowland regions between the escarpment-bounded upland regions. Glacially transported debris
contained in the detached and semi-detached first ice sheet remnants explains why stagnant moraines now cover
escarpment-bounded upland regions.
According to Kuhn (1970) paradigms are sets of ideas and rules governing how scientific disciplines conduct
their research. Kuhn states paradigms by themselves are neither correct nor incorrect and must ultimately be
judged by their ability to open up new research opportunities and to explain previously unexplained or poorly
explained evidence. The new glacial history paradigm as described here successfully explains many glaciated
prairie region glacial and landform features and for that reason alone deserves further consideration. In addition,
the new paradigm does not defy common sense logic by requiring landform features carved in easily eroded
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bedrock to have survived continental ice sheet erosion. However, as Kuhn notes resistance to new paradigms is
natural and critics can validly point out this finite paper did not address all glaciated prairie region landform
features. The new glacial history paradigm will need to be tested over and over again to demonstrate its ability to
explain many other glaciated prairie region landform features and also to explain landform features in other
geographic regions which were impacted when the new paradigm’s large North American continental ice sheet
created a deep ―hole‖ developed and also as that large ice sheet melted.
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